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Introduction

In recent times, there has been a great rise in the amount of hate speech being exchanged

worldwide, especially with the advent of social media, digital technologies and other forms of widespread

communication. Violence, intolerance, xenophobia, and racism are at significant highs, and extremist

sentiments are being expressed in democratic and authoritarian societies alike. Such attitudes and

incitement to violent acts in public settings are harmful and often act as a precursor to even more serious

crimes, and harm to various groups. Hate speech in this form is a direct threat to the essence of

democracy, sovereignty and safety of diverse ethnic groups.

Therefore, it is important to address these issues in ethnocentric populations with greater

awareness, while also stressing upon the fact that the rights to freedom of opinion and expression also

come with special responsibilities to uphold. International agencies and national governments, among

other institutions, have a major role to play in promoting tolerance and respect while upholding individual

freedoms. However, hate speech remains a complex issue to address due to the extreme difficulty in

regulating the spread of speech and ideas, the ethical concerns involved in such activities, and

pre-existing biases and prejudices in society against people from other groups. Intercultural and

interreligious exchanges can provide awareness on the diversity and shared values upheld by

humankind. They possess the capacity to build a culture of inclusion, non-violence and peace that

benefits humanity and continues to impact future generations.

Definition of Key Terms

Hate Speech

The concept of hate speech is fairly broad and can have multiple definitions based on the context

in which the term is used. However, the United Nations considers hate speech as “any kind of

communication in behaviour, writing or speech which attacks or uses discriminatory or pejorative
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language in reference to a person or group on the basis of their religion, ethnicity, nationality, race,

colour, gender, descent or any other factor of identity.” These often include but are not limited to,1

expressions that promote, incite, justify or perpetuate violence, intolerance, prejudice and hatred among

individuals or communities. Most definitions hover around this general idea.

Ethnocentrism

In terms of social science and anthropology, ethnocentrism refers to the cultural and/or ethnic

bias in which a person sees the world through the eyes of his or her own group, establishing the in-group

as archetypal and rating all other groups in relation to this ideal. This type of tunnel vision frequently

results in an inability for the individual to adequately understand cultures other than one's own; and leads

to them to value judgments that favour the in-group and assert its inherent superiority. This leads to

ethnocentrism often leading to multiple forms of chauvinism and prejudice, including nationalism,

tribalism, racism, among other forms of discrimination. Multiple beliefs and terms also stem from2

ethnocentric roots, such as xenophobia, nativism, and blind nationalism, among others. Ethnocentric

ideologies often lead to the spread of hate speech against people belonging to other ethnicities.

Therefore, initiatives such as intercultural exchanges work to educate people and bring them out of their

close-minded ethnocentric values.

Pluralism

Pluralism, as a political and societal philosophy, is defined as the acknowledgment and

affirmation of diversity within a political body or a society, seen as allowing for the peaceful coexistence

of various interests, convictions, and lifestyles. In an ideal pluralistic society, individuals possess different

opinions, yet tolerate each other’s differing beliefs with mutual respect, despite not matching their own.

The very nature of spreading hate speech directly opposes this theory. Therefore, initiatives countering

hate speech often work to raise public awareness of respecting pluralism and its positive effects on

society.

Freedom of Opinion and Expression

Freedom of expression is defined as “the right to hold opinions without interference, to freely

express one's own thoughts, and also the right and freedom to seek, receive and impart information and

ideas of all kinds through whichever medium.” In efforts to silence hate speech, the question of3

maintaining one's basic rights of freedom arises, since most forms of unextreme hate speech technically

3

https://www.humanrights.is/en/human-rights-education-project/comparative-analysis-of-selected-case-law-achpr-iac
hr-echr-hrc/the-right-to-freedom-of-opinion-and-expression/what-is-freedom-of-opinion-and-expression

2 https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780199766567/obo-9780199766567-0045.xml
1 https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3889290?ln=en
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may be considered to fall under this freedom. This right is also often protected in multiple countries by

law or in national constitutions, an example being the First Amendment in the constitution of the United

States.

Interreligious and Intercultural Exchanges

The European Union defines dialogue as a process involving the respectful and open exchange

of points of view among individuals and groups of different ethnic backgrounds and with different cultural,

religious and linguistic heritage, based on mutual understanding and respect. Interreligious and4

intercultural dialogue are geared towards promoting the development of the ability to listen, respecting

the diversity of beliefs, and identifying common religious experiences.

History

Historically, the concept of hate speech has existed since ancient times internationally in many

forms, such as the Greek concept of parrhesia, and has been defined in multiple ways. Many thinkers

have also considered hate speech as an essential and organic part of the development and growth of a

society. However, since the creation of versatile forms of mass media such as television, newspapers,

and magazines, hate speech has gained a wider reach with the potential for greater attacks against

minorities and groups. Multiple treatises dealing with discrimination and similar topics address hate

speech during this time, such as the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial

Discrimination (ICERD) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), while

people continued to recognize its growing effects and harms. After the events of World War II, for

instance, multiple social groups advocated for the restriction of hateful religious and racial speech.5

In the 21st century, however, the internet and social media platforms are the main birthplaces of

offensive speech and hateful attacks. A large portion of people now communicate on social media, with

Facebook having more than 2.7 billion active users globally for instance. Inflammatory speech online has

been increasingly linked to violent acts in real life, and the role companies and governments hold in

moderating such inflammatory attacks have grown to be even more important. Such incidents have been

reported in numerous countries and on all continents, whether it be the spread of hate speech against

the Rohingyas in Myanmar or incitement of attacks on the Capitol through Facebook and Twitter. As

more and more people move online, people leaning towards racism, homophobia, and other such views

find groups and communities which share their viewpoints and thus, gain a platform to publicize their

opinions and violent acts. Since most of these platforms have international presences, governments

usually do not have much influence over the spread of information, with the real control laying in the

5 https://books.google.fr/books?id=-WSsPBSK6wYC&printsec=frontcover&hl=fr#v=onepage&q&f=false page 79
4 https://brill.com/view/journals/jrat/6/2/article-p255_2.xml?language=en#ref_FN000004
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hands of companies who manage these sites. Despite there being policies and systems in place on most

social media platforms to moderate instances of hate speech, most of these rely on artificial intelligence

and such algorithms instead of human moderators, and have been seen to be ineffective. For instance,

Meta’s (formerly named Facebook) internal documents show that about 95% of hate speech remains on

its platform, regardless of its public claims . This allows people to spread inflammatory content as they6

wish, and coordinate attacks along with other like-minded individuals. Allegations against these

companies have also brought up the question of the parties held responsible for verbal incitement to

discrimination and violence, as these corporations are not directly responsible for these instances.

Furthermore, censorship may push the boundaries of curbing free speech and the right to expression in

certain instances. However, the responsibility of maintaining a respectful and healthy online community

for all does rely on these social media companies.

Figure 1: A chart of people who agree that “People should be able to make statements
that are offensive to minority groups publicly”

Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic has aggravated levels of hate speech and xenophobia

worldwide. For instance, anti-bullying charity Ditch the Label's CEO Liam Hackett tells BBC Radio 1

Newsbeat that the charity was "inundated" by an increase of "more and more extreme" incidents of hate

speech and online abuse during the pandemic, with online hate speech rising by 20% in the United

Kingdom and the United States since the start of the pandemic . Furthermore, Hackett attributes this rise7

to the rising boredom among people during lockdowns , the feeling of loss of control, and the origins of8

the virus being in China. These factors have created an atmosphere of frustration and hostility towards

people of Chinese or Asian ethnicity, migrants and foreigners, which are rooted in misinformation and

prejudice. Moreover, groups in some nations such as Muslims, Jews, Christians and other minority

8 https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-59292509
7 https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-59292509
6 https://www.wired.com/story/facebooks-deceptive-math-when-it-comes-to-hate-speech/
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groups have been the target of conspiracy theories about the spread of the COVID-19 virus. In some

cases, people such as journalists, whistleblowers, peacekeepers and healthcare workers have also

experienced attacks as a result of their work reporting on or mitigating the pandemic.

Key Issues

Despite the issue of hate speech being present historically and past efforts to combat it, hate

speech still remains a highly complex and multi-faceted issue to address due to multiple reasons.

Difficulty in the regulation of the spread of hate speech

Since hate speech can be spread through multiple methods and forms of communication,

regulating and managing its spread is very cumbersome and challenging. The government and its

respective regulatory bodies hold a key role in managing the spread and outreach of instances of hate

speech. However, this gets more difficult as hate speech ventures into territory where regulatory bodies

have less control. For instance, there is a lack of government jurisdiction over the regulation of social

media platforms, in which case the power lies in the hands of the corporations managing these

platforms. During the 2010s and onwards, platforms such as Twitter and Facebook have been hotbeds

for people and groups engaging in hate speech to subjugate other individuals or communities. This leads

to instances where mismanagement on part of these companies, when controlling hate speech, leads to

significant consequences. As an example, after Meta (formerly named Facebook)

employee-turned-whistleblower Frances Haugen released internal reports on the company’s operations,

it was revealed that only approximately 3-5% of harmful hate speech on the platform was removed. If9

effective moderation is not established in these platforms, and if companies do not take an active role to

combat hate speech, the issue may worsen as more and more people gain access to such technologies.

Accountability

Another issue that arises from bodies regulating hate speech is who is held accountable for such

incidents. On the individual level, when spreading hateful messages and speech online, people can often

hide under the label of anonymity and a separate identity. This means that individuals are less likely to

be directly held accountable for what they post, and therefore allows people to partake in

self-radicalization when they may not do so if presented with the opportunity in real life. On the larger

corporate level, however, it becomes increasingly difficult to hold the owners of the platforms

accountable for the spread of hate speech in said platforms. Most Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and

companies across the globe already prohibit hate speech in their policies, but often they are not

9 https://www.wired.com/story/facebooks-deceptive-math-when-it-comes-to-hate-speech/
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enforced. Thus, the question arises if the companies themselves, while not directly responsible for

posting such messages, should be held accountable for the effects of the posts on their platforms.

Issues with censorship

Additionally, removing hateful speech on platforms could be viewed as unneeded censorship, and

be seen as problematic. This is because the definitions of hate speech can vary person by person, which

makes it more challenging to draw the line between speech protected under the freedom of opinion, and

between harmful speech that impacts members of society.  Views on what constitutes “lawful hate

speech” can vary among citizens, and therefore removing certain forms of severe hate speech may be

viewed as a violation of rights and receive backlash.

Biases and prejudices in society

Despite all of the structural and logistical issues of dealing with hate speech, the key reason lies

within the mindsets of the instigators of hateful speech. Due to pre-existing ethnocentric prejudices,

opinions and biases, and with the ideal conditions for voicing opinions as created by the Internet and

other forms of communication, people gain a stage to express their extreme views. Along with this, more

and more people who share the same views speak up and worsen the issue at hand. Portrayals of said

subjugated groups in popular culture and media contribute to such hostile actions against them.

Furthermore, incidents of hate speech also justify such ethnocentric portrayals of minority groups, and

the whole process leads to a vicious cycle of reinforcement, hate speech, and violent atrocities being

instigated. Although polarising opinions developing in certain individuals is natural and changing people’s

beliefs and opinions is not a morally acceptable way of dealing with the issue, encouraging pluralism and

people to adopt a more open mindset when it comes to accepting groups and cultures is one that should

be considered.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views

United Nations

The United Nations is a major platform for countries and their governments to diplomatically

communicate and share information on an international level. The UN and its multiple branches, such as

United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC) and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organisation (UNESCO), have led and passed multiple initiatives and resolutions to combat

hate speech through both legal and educational routes. Currently, through its multiple initiatives, the UN

strives to act as a valuable route of diplomacy and goodwill, while promoting multiculturalism and

pluralism. The UN is also host to the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), a
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body of independent experts that monitors the implementation of the Convention on the Elimination of All

Forms of Racial Discrimination by its participants.10

Facebook

Facebook is one of the leading social media networks in the world, with about 2.8 billion monthly

active users as of 2020. The network has come under fire in recent years due to allegations and proven11

incidents of fueling hate speech, violence and failing to curb them, with some examples being

white-supremacist attacks in the United States; ethnic cleansing of Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar; and

lynch mobs and religious conflict in India. The topic of Facebook brings up questions of how accountable

large tech companies are with the incitement of hate speech and attacks, and what these companies can

do to control the spread of such speech.

Singapore

Singapore enjoys favourable diplomatic relations with about 189 countries while serving as a

crucial platform for interacting with other countries. Along with the city-state being a melting pot of

cultures itself, Singapore has also been host to multiple forms of intercultural and interreligious

exchanges for both countries and NGOs, such as Faithfully Asean, a yearly religious interfaith exchange

programme that seeks to foster deeper interreligious ties. The nation has also hosted talks between

nations with tumultuous relations, such as the 2018 North Korea-United States Singapore Summit.

Therefore, Singapore has a proven history of acting as an effective platform for valuable dialogue

between nations and groups of different backgrounds.

France

France has acted as a strategic platform for engaging with nations and wields soft power on the

international stage, much like Singapore. The country has served as host to multiple international talks

and assemblies, while also serving as a beacon for international multiculturalism. An example of this is

Paris, the headquarters of UNESCO. The nation has also promoted pluralism in intercultural initiatives,

an example being international museum collaborations such as the French Regional and American

Museum Exchange.

China

China is an example of how hate speech can aggravate violent attacks against ethnic minorities,

with the government's persecution of Uyghur Muslims. According to AP, there has been an increase in

11

https://investor.fb.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2021/Facebook-Reports-First-Quarter-2021-Results/def
ault.aspx

10 https://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/cerd/pages/cerdindex.aspx
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online hate speech perpetuating Islamophobia in China , which is being used to justify crackdowns in12

the Xinjiang territory. The Chinese government has also been seen to carry out propaganda campaigns,

designed to hide the larger issue and aggravate the ethnic cleansing being carried out against the

minority.13

Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

Date Description of Event

1948
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is established, of which
Article 7 defines the right to equal protection against incitement to
discrimination.

1965 ~ 1966

The International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination (ICERD) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR) are established, which forbid the promotion of hate,
discrimination, hostility or violence.

2012

The Rabat Plan is formulated by the Office of the United Nations High
Commission for Human Rights (OHCHR) in Morocco, which offers a guide to
implementing Article 20 of the ICCPR, providing recommendations on the
distinctions between freedom of speech and expression, and the incitement of
hatred.

2019
The UN publishes the United Nations Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate
Speech in response to growing xenophobia, racism and hate worldwide.

2 ~ 3 May 2019

UNESCO hosts the Fifth World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue, focusing on
understanding the drivers and benefits of intercultural dialogue as a tool to
address rising discrimination, inequalities and violent conflict.

11 May 2020

The UN publishes the United Nations Guidance Note on Addressing and
Countering COVID-19 related Hate Speech to address the new wave of hate
speech with COVID-19.

Relevant UN Treaties and Events

● International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, 7 March 1966

● General recommendation no. 35, Combating racist hate speech : Committee on the Elimination of

Racial Discrimination, 26 September 2013 (CERD/C/GC/35)

● United Nations Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate Speech, 2019

13 https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/06/22/technology/xinjiang-uyghurs-china-propaganda.html

12

https://apnews.com/e3711d789c8d48589b77f6e269d424fa/Unfettered-online-hate-speech-fuels-Islamophobia-in-C
hina
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● Promoting interreligious and intercultural dialogue and tolerance in countering hate speech, 25

July 2019 (A/RES/73/328)

● Combating intolerance, negative stereotyping, stigmatization, discrimination, incitement to

violence and violence against persons, based on religion or belief, 18 December 2019

(A/RES/74/164)

● United Nations guidance note on addressing and countering COVID-19 related hate speech, 11

May 2020

● From rhetoric to reality: a global call for concrete action against racism, racial discrimination,

xenophobia and related intolerance, 11 October 2021 (A/HRC/RES/48/18)

Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

The Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) is active in dealing with

discrimination in its member states worldwide and monitors the status of racial equality globally. The

committee requires member states to deliver regular reports on the state of how the rights listed under

the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination are being guaranteed to all its

citizens.

There have been multiple resolutions passed by the United Nations to deal with hate speech,

which have mostly dealt with the issue by addressing discrimination, ethnocentrism, intolerance, and

negative stereotyping, among others. Some significant examples are A/RES/74/164 passed by the

General Assembly on 18th December 2019, and CERD/C/GC/35 dealing with countering racist hate

speech passed by CERD.

The UN Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate Speech, passed in 2019, is a programme looking to

coordinate all divisions in the UN system to mitigate and combat hate speech with all the power the

organisation possesses. The plan aims to enhance efforts to address the root cause of hate speech and

enable the UN to respond efficiently to the impact of hate speech on societies. This has led to the

recognition and support by multiple bodies of the UN, such as the UNDP and UNESCO, with them14

doubling down on issue-specific policies to address hate speech within their areas of jurisdiction, such as

UNESCO attempting to address hate speech through education for instance.15

There have been multiple instances of intercultural and interreligious exchanges being held

amongst groups and nations with diverse backgrounds to celebrate diversity and culture around the

globe, with the UN and other international organisations often acting as intermediaries between countries

15 https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000380290
14 https://www.undp.org/speeches/preventing-atrocity-crimes-countering-and-addressing-hate-speech
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to host these exchanges. For instance, UNESCO hosts the World Forum on Intercultural Dialogue

regularly in Azerbaijan since 2011, with the fifth edition focusing on “building dialogue into action against

discrimination, inequality, and violent conflict”. Such initiatives have brought nations to interact and16

forge connections, yet the issue has not been completely eradicated due to the widespread nature and

pervasiveness of hate speech, especially online. Nevertheless, these steps have helped address the

issue at hand.

Possible Solutions

1. Encourage and create opportunities, with emphasis on the domestic scale, for both formal and

informal methods of intercultural and interreligious dialogues between groups to improve social

cohesion, with public support from respective governments

● Pros: Effective and sustained communication and dialogue between communities can

alleviate tensions or feelings of suspicion between groups, effectively serving as a

preventative measure for hate speech incidents. Furthermore, talking to different people

and listening to their perspectives directly would create understanding, humanize all

parties in the discussion and form a bridge between all groups, regardless of race,

ethnicity, upbringing and background. Additionally, if leaders and representatives of

different groups and religions also partake in said dialogue, it would present an

opportunity to refute harmful stereotypes, claims and provide a persuasive

counter-narrative against the beliefs hate speech perpetuates.

● Cons: These initiatives would need to be pervasive across all sections of society and all

ages, while they would also need to be compelling enough for people with deep-seated

and resolute extreme views to pay attention to.

2. Create a shift in nations’ political, economic and cultural institutions to be more inclusive and hire

people from diverse backgrounds, religions and ethnicities

● Pros: Creating inclusive and diverse environments in places such as schools and

workplaces would expose people to different viewpoints and backgrounds on a regular

basis, essentially generating greater opportunities for intercultural and interreligious

interactions in day-to-day life. Moreover, regular interactions would also subvert

discriminative preconceptions and reinforce the common humanity between all.

● Cons: This solution could go in different directions depending on how well it is

implemented. Both groups would need to be willing to set aside their preconceptions.

16 https://en.unesco.org/events/5th-world-forum-intercultural-dialogue
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Otherwise, if there is an unequal representation of different groups, it could also

exacerbate tensions if dialogue is ineffective and conflicts of interest arise.
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Appendix or Appendices

I. United Nations Strategy and Plan of Action on Hate Speech- detailed guidance on
implementation for United Nations field presences:
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/3889286?ln=en

II. Hate Speech Explained- A Toolkit:
https://www.article19.org/data/files/medialibrary/38231/%27Hate-Speech%27-Explained---A-T
oolkit-%282015-Edition%29.pdf

III. Hate Speech- Can the International Rules be Reconciled?:
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Expression/ICCPR/Santiago/TobyMendel.pdf
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